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As 3G mobile communication is used commercially, the demands of indoor users
for multi-media service and high-speed data traffic are increasing, which has
become a trend and the mainstream. TD-SCDMA is the 3G mobile
communication standards studied and developed independently in China. Due to
the fact that most traffic happens indoors, high-quality indoor cover is particularly
important and Femto can satisfy indoor users’ needs for slow-motion, high-speed
and stable traffic. Meanwhile, various radio access technologies supplement each
other, so the increasingly complicated mobile network imposes higher
requirements for the performance of congestion control. Therefore, studies of
congestion control technologies of TD-SCDMA are the heated research topic
recently and have great practical application and potential market.
On the basis of describing the basic principles of congestion control, this paper
conducted a in-depth research into the procedures of congestion control –
congestion detection, congestion resolve and congestion recovery. Congestion
detection include hard resources detection based on BRU and soft resources
verdict based on transmitting or receiving power; when congestion occurs, such
methods as forbidding new user access, limiting power control, reducing PS traffic
rate and performing a handover to other cells are used to reduce the load of
timeslots; when the load of a cell turns into owe-load status, congestion recovery
can be conducted and the possible measures include permitting new users’
access, removing power control limit and recovering the PS traffic rate.
However, reducing directly the speed of users in TD-SCDMA Femto system may
not resolve the congestions of high-numbered timeslots. That is because TD-
SCDMA Femto is featured by time division; one user can have code channels in
different timeslots, and the mapping of user data in physical layer is. from low-













a method of reducing PS traffic as well as reallocating code channels, adopting
cross-slot traffic and handover split-flow congestion control algorithm. By
combining code allocation algorithm, the algorithm proposed in this paper can
reduce the number of BRUs in congested timeslots, which make the load of
timeslots rapidly and effectively reduce to normal state. Finally, this paper
established TD-SCDMA Femto simulation platform for simulation of congestion
control algorithm. The simulation verifies that the congestion control algorithm of
adopting cross-slot traffic and handover split-flow proposed in this paper can
effectively the load of congested timeslots.
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